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Our country is currently in the social transformation,and the mass momentum for 
the group event is very high.The emergence of mass incidents occur as our society is 
an inevitable historical process.which is focused on various contradictions and 
comprehensive embodiment of various factors.Correctly understand the nature of our 
group events and laws,and seriously explore the reasons for its deep effectively 
prevent and reduction of mass will be significant. 
Depending on the methodology of document colleetionandanalysis，sociology，
demonstration study and comparative analysis，on the basis of the study on the 
historical data and the academic doeuments related to the mass events.the author 
studied and elassified the causes and character is ties of the mass suddenevents at 
home and abroad.Through the collection of the group of typical events and research 
interviews to the successful management experience ,we can further analysis of 
causes for the mass events and depthly study incidents to the specific reasons and the 
main reasons.Studies have come to group events is the essence of a conflict of interest, 
the main predisposing factor is the imbalance of interests, the interests of the root 
causes is the lack of coordination mechanisms. Resolve this contradiction is the key to 
link in the interests for the starting point and mediate disputes, conflicts will build the 
interests of interests, coordinating mechanism. 
For providing a new perspective for coping with group events,this paper 
unprecedentedly uses interests theory to study the frequent group events in our 
country,and sumarizes the analytical frameworks of interests theory to deconstruct 
group events from the elements of interests theory,and this paper shows the dynamic 
development process of group events. In addition, this paper analyzed from the angle 
of empirical study of domestic typical reasons of group events,and with the theoretical 
analysis and empirical analysis combined.Through the concrete group events case to 
verify the related theory,to prevent and solve group events provided a new angle of 
view,has the significant practical significance. 
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2003 年，我国的人均 GDP 首次突破 1000 美元大关，进入到学界公认的社会
转型期。根据国际社会的发展经验，处于转型期的国家，社会容易动荡不稳，出
现群体性事件的概率大大增加。据统计，我国的群体性事件从 1993 年的 8700 起、
1999 年的 3.2 万起、2003 年的 6 万起、2004 年的 7.4 万起到 2005 年的 8.7 万
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